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We all know that the efficient management of documents is essential to running an
effective practice. But paper systems manage only the paper. They manage very little of
the information contained on the paper.
Electronic document tools enhance the lawyer’s ability to:
1. Organize the documents, and the information they contain, in any way the lawyer
chooses.
2. Quickly locate and view information contained in documents
3. Link and “bookmark” documents or document parts one to another.
4. Compile composite documents or document collections:
•

for printing in paper form. (e.g. Document production, Trial and Appeal Books,
briefs and factums with cases, administrative and commercial documents such as
securities filings and immigration applications,)

•

for use in electronic form (electronic appeal books and factums, e-filing of
documents,).

Walk before you run
Electronic management of information in document form has been difficult for most
firms to achieve. This difficulty can be attributed, largely, to:
• the relatively low level of computer knowledge among lawyers and legal staff and
the lack of administrative and computer professionals within firms and
• perceptions of cost
While specialized software systems can be used by firms to manage documents, these
systems usually requires administrative and technical overhead to implement and
maintain (for example, Summation, ZyIndex, Lotus Notes, PCDocs,). Lawyers and staff
are usually not directly involved with running these systems and have difficulty using
them without help. Trained professionals are usually required.
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Very often, the most effective systems are the simplest ones - if for no other reason than
simple things tend to be used and complicated ones don’t: the timer on your VCR, for
example.
What needs managing?
Some of the types of documents lawyers deal with:
1. Legal information:
Statutes:
Federal
Provincial
Regulations:
Federal
Provincial
Rules:
Queen’s Bench
Court of Appeal
Court of Appeal Criminal Rules
Forms:
Queen’s Bench
Family
Court of Appeal
Case law:
Cases and articles downloaded from electronic databases
Cases and articles scanned-in.
2. In-house precedents and briefs:
Litigation
Family
Criminal
Civil
Appellate
Corporate Commercial
Real Estate
Wills & Estates
3. File Correspondence:
Client Letters and Faxes
Other Letters and Faxes, Notices etc.
4. Litigation documents:
Pleadings:
Statements of Claim, Defence, Counterclaim
Demand for Particulars and Reply
Research
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Rules
Pre-trial motions:
Notices of Motion
Affidavits
Orders
Research
Briefs
Document production and discovery:
Client documents
Opposing party documents
Criminal: Crown disclosure
Discovery / Preliminary Inquiry transcripts
Trial documents:
Exhibits
Expert documents
Admissions from Discovery
Witness statements
Fact proofs and checklists
Examination and Cross-examination notes
Research
Briefs
Appeal Documents:
Judgment and reasons appealed from
Notice of Appeal
Exhibit list
Agreement as to Contents of Appeal Book
Interim applications to Court of Appeal
Notices of Motion
Affidavits
Orders
Briefs
Transcript from trial
Appeal Book
Factums
Authorities
5. Non-litigation Client Documents:
Agreements
Wills
Notices
Tax returns
Composite documents:
Commercial transactions
Corporate and Securities filings
Immigration applications
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Hardware and Software
The essential hardware and software components of an effective electronic document
management system are:
1. A newer computer (Pentium II or faster) with a fast video card, plenty of memory
(64 megabytes of RAM or more) and a large disk storage capacity (10 gigabytes
or more).
2. Software for generating electronic documents – (Word, WordPerfect) and
software for putting documents into a standard electronic format (Adobe Acrobat
for PDF documents, for example).
3. A fast and efficient document scanning system (high speed scanner with software
interface). Some newer multi-functional office machines provide a scanner
option in addition to the copier, printer, and fax functions. These are ideal as they
use well-developed document feeding technology. A scanner with a poor
document feeder is practically useless for large volume scanning.
Creating and Organizing your Electronic Library
“You can’t use what you can’t find.” :
Creating a Simple Electronic Document Filing System
It is essential that you create a filing system for keeping track of your documents. The
format of your system will depend on how you want to access your documents.
[Note: If you work closely with a secretary or other lawyers, you should set up a
document filing system on a drive that is accessible to these users.]
Using Operating System Tools to create a Filing System
You should understand these basic concepts of the computer disk operating system:
§
§
§
§
§

Drives
Root Directory
Folders
Sub-Folder(s)
Files
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Figure 1. Windows Explorer allows you to create folders and sub-folders to store your
files. “C:” is the drive. “C:\ “is the root directory. “C:\My Documents” is the parent folder.
“ C:\My Documents\Clients” and below are sub-folders.

With Windows Explorer, you can easily create a range of general to specific folders and
sub-folders that meet your practice needs. It is very simple to rename or move folders and
files, if you wish to change things around later. [Windows Explorer is part of the
Windows operating system and is available through the Start > Program menu].
Spend enough time learning the file / folder system of your computer using Windows
Explorer. It will pay dividends. It is surprising how many users have a poor
understanding the computer disk file and folder system. It is very important. Learn

it.
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Figure 2. Windows Explorer screen showing the “My Documents” folder with “Clients”
sub-folder containing folders for each client. Client sub-folders can be used to organize
client documents. The documents (files) contained in the client “Applications” sub-folder
are shown in the right panel.

Moving documents around on your computer or between computers
You may place your document (technically referred to as a “file”) in the appropriate
folder (which can be located on any computer on the network) by:
§

directly saving it in the appropriate folder (from the program in which the file is
created - such as Word,); or

§

saving it in a general folder and then dragging the file to the appropriate folder (in
Windows Explorer or other programs that permit use of the same click and drag
file/folder functions)
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Figure 3. Moving a file to another folder using the (right) click and drag feature - moving
“Brief_of_law_Rule129.doc” from “Applications folder” to “Research”. Hold the Right
mouse button over the document you wish to move and drag it over to the “Research”
folder.

Choosing the Electronic Document Format
After purchasing the hardware, the next decision you must make is to choose the
electronic document format and software. There are several document formats such as
HTML, XML, TIFF, XIF, PDF. This is an important choice. Once you select a format
and start building your electronic library it will be painful to change it.
While there is not yet a universal standard format for electronic documents, the
candidates most widely used or promoted are PDF (Portable Document Format), TIFF
(Tag Image File Format) and XML (eXtensible Markup Language, similar to HTML
pages used to create pages on the World Wide Web).
XML is touted as the document format for the next generation of the World Wide Web.
XML is relatively new and not widely used yet, although it is similar to ubiquitous
HTML. Not many software products use and support XML -yet. Furthermore, XML like
HTML describes only part of the document. XML is designed for storing text. You
cannot scan a document into XML format. Images and graphics are stored as separate
files that are linked through statements in the XML document. This makes it very
difficult to maintain a large library of XML documents. Also, the original appearance of
the document is often lost. Pagination is usually lost.
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TIFF files capture the exact image of the scanned or generated document but do not store
the text. The text can be captured by using character recognition software but it is stored
separately. Software is available to handle TIFF files and manage pages and text together,
but it tends to be fairly difficult to use.
With Adobe Acrobat software, PDF files become an ideal way to use and manage
electronic documents. PDF is a universally readable format that reproduces the printed
page exactly. PDF files are produced with software from Adobe Systems Inc. (Adobe
Acrobat) and can be viewed an printed by any user with the Acrobat Reader software that
is freely available. Any kind of electronic information can be put into a PDF file (email.
faxes, word processed documents, photographs, video clips, audio clips).
Adobe provides powerful document tools that allow PDF documents to be viewed,
printed, scanned for text (OCR), searched, indexed, linked to other documents or pages,
bookmarked, annotated and highlighted. Text and images are an integral part of the
document but can be readily extracted (to copy text from the document to a word
processor, for example). Film and audio clips can be embedded in the PDF document. A
PDF file can be combined with other PDF files to compile large composite documents.
Lawyers familiar with the Saskatchewan Queen’s Printer will have used PDF files. PDF
is the standard used by most U.S. courts, including the U.S. Supreme Court. The PDF
standard was adopted recently by the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal (see the decision of
Mr. Justice Vancise dated April 11, 2001 and the draft specifications attached to it in
Appendix II).
I will be using the PDF electronic document standard to demonstrate:
§

Scanning, capturing (text), indexing and searching litigation documents

§

Building composite linked documents such as an electronic factum and appeal
book

Creating PDF documents
Creating PDF documents from a word processing program is simple. Just print the
document to the Adobe PDF Writer (you will need the complete Acrobat software, not
just the reader to do this) or select a separate “Create PDF” option that is available with
most word processing programs.
If you wish to convert printed documents to electronic format, you must scan them in.
This can be time consuming unless you have a high speed document feeder and high
speed scanner.
The fastest scanners are black and white. Colour scanning is only needed occasionally,
usually for photographs. Colour documents require higher resolution and result in much
greater file sizes than black and white.

Capturing text from documents
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Figures 4, 5 & 6: A comparison of pages from a PDF file created from a word processor
(4), magnified to 7 times (5) and the same page in XIF (similar to TIFF) format magnified 7
times (6).
Fig 4.

Fig. 5 The PDF file magnified 8 times. Character detail is complete. Text can be read
selected and copied
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Fig 6. The XIF file magnified 8 times. Text is bitmapped and cannot be read directly,
although OCR software built in to the viewing program can be used to generate a separate
text file.

Reading Text in Documents created by Word Processors
A PDF document generated from a word processor preserves the text in the document.
This text can be indexed, searched, selected and copied (using the Adobe Catalog
program). With formats other than PDF printing is not as clean (see figure 6 above) and
the text cannot be accessed directly.
Capturing and Reading Text in Scanned-in Documents
The text contained in a scanned document may be “captured” by reading the document
with character recognition software. If the document is in PDF format the Adobe
Capture program may be used (Capture is available in Acrobat 4.0 but must be purchased
separately with Acrobat 5.0). The captured text is stored in the PDF file with the image.
The accuracy of the captured text depends on the original image quality. Clear typed
pages result in very reliable text capture with very few, if any, errors (see example, next
page).
To select the text in a scanned-in PDF document in which the text has been captured,
simply select the text image. The underlying text will be selected and can be copied (to a
word processor, for example) by using the Windows clipboard copy and paste functions.
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Figure 7. Selecting text from a scanned-in PDF document in which the text has been
captured.

The selected text (above, fig. 7) pasted into a word processor looks like this:
6. Pursuant to the terms of the said contract the
Defendants, or one of them, constructed the said fire place
and furnace chimney and was paid for such construction.
Adobe Acrobat software, version 4.0, allows the user to select the option of displaying
the captured text or the original image (with the text hidden behind the image). In order
to preserve the original appearance of the document, the “hidden text” option should be
used. This will ensure that the document remains accurate if the text capture is imperfect
(due to poor readability of the scanned document).
Annotating your Electronic Documents
The Adobe Acrobat program (not the Acrobat Reader) allows the user to annotate the
electronic document. Annotations can be made using the “notes” tool to insert tags that
resemble yellow sticky notes. Annotations can also be added to captured text using the
highlighter tool.
These annotations can be searched separately and can be listed and printed out as a
separate document. This can be very useful in preparing for examinations or trial.
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Figure8 and 9 : Annotations can be added to a PDF document

Fig. 9: The highlighter tool used to annotated captured text.
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Indexing and Searching Text in Documents and Document Collections
Using the Adobe Catalog program, entire collections of PDF documents can be indexed
to permit easy and fast searching of the readable text contained in all of the documents.
The advantage of the indexed search is its speed and flexibility. Indexed searching
provides quick results showing locations of the searched text across collections of
documents. It also allows searching for words that stem from or sound like the word(s)
being searched. If the text in a document has not been indexed, you can still search using
the “find” tool. The “find” function starts at page 1 and goes through the document page
by page until it finds the text you are looking for. The “find” tool searches only to the
document currently being viewed and will not search across document collections.
Figure 10: Searching an indexed document collection for “water”
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Compiling, linking and navigating composite documents:
The Electronic Factum and Appeal Book
The functionality and power of the Adobe Acrobat system can be put to use in the
creation and use of composite documents.
PDF files can be combined to form composite documents containing links and
bookmarks to make finding information easy.
Figure 11: The Electronic Factum and Appeal Book. The user can navigate easily with the
linked bookmarks (left side) or by clicking on the links embedded in the document itself
(right side, showing visible links). The linked page is obtained by simply clicking on the
link.
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Figure 12: Links in the Factum take the user to the reference with the click of a mouse

Figure 13: The page that appears when the “paragraph 21” link is clicked:
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Conclusion
The technology needed to create, organize, and manage electronic documents is very well
developed, relatively inexpensive and easy to use. An electronic document filing system
can be set up using Windows operating system tools to create an array of document
folders and sub-folders.
The PDF electronic document format is very widely used. It is the standard being
adopted by most courts in North America, including the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal.
In the writer’s opinion, the power and flexibility that PDF offers is not matched by any
other product.
Mastering electronic document tools, such as Adobe Acrobat, provides the lawyer with
control of the information contained in all kinds of documents. It does not require much
skill or knowledge to use. It allows the lawyer to use his/her time more efficiently and
more effectively. It can enhance the quality and, ultimately, the profitability of the
lawyer’s practice.
Further reading:

1. Performance Graphics Web site: http://www.performancegraphics.com/
2. PDFZone.com: http://www.pdfzone.com/
3. eLib: The Electronic Libraries Programme (U.K.)
http://www.ukoln.ac.uk/services/elib/

Andrew Mason
June 7, 2001
Email: a.mason@dufourlaw.com
a.mason@lexicongraphics.com
Web:

http://www.dufourlaw.com
http://www.lexicongraphics.com
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Appendix I

A schematic diagram of a large office electronic document management system (courtesy
Performance Graphics : http://www.performancegraphics.com
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Appendix II

The Queen v. Venne (Lac La Ronge Indian Band)
Reasons of Mr. Justice Vancise,
Saskatchewan Court of Appeal, April 11, 2001
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Dated: 20010409

2001 SKCA 52

Docket: 3473

THE COURT OF APPEAL FOR SASKATCHEWAN
BEFORE: VANCISE J.A. IN CHAMBERS

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN in Right of Canada
APPELLANT (Defendant)
- and CHIEF MILES VENNE, and all of the Councillors of the Lac La Ronge Indian Band,
representing themselves and all other members of the Lac LaRonge Indian Band, and all
members of the James Roberts Band of Cree Indians, and Amos Charles Band of Cree
Indians, and all other lawful successors of those two Bands
RESPONDENTS (Plaintiffs)
- and HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN in Right of the Province of Saskatchewan
RESPONDENT (Defendant)
- and BIGSTONE CREE NATION
INTERVENOR
- and HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN in Right of Alberta
INTERVENOR
-and ATHABASCA TRIBAL COUNCIL
INTERVENOR
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COUNSEL:
Mr. Mark Kindrachuk for the Appellant, Government of Canada
Mr. P. Mitch McAdam for the Appellant, Government of Saskatchewan
Mr. Gary Nelson for the Respondents
Mr. Rangi Jeerakathil for the Intervenor Bigstone Cree Nation
Mr. Robert Normey for the Intervenor, Government of Alberta
Mr. Jeffrey Rath for the Intervenor Athabasca Tribal Council

DISPOSITION:
Pre-Appeal Conference:
April 9, 2001
Pre-Appeal Conference Decided: April 9, 2001 (orally)
Written Reasons:
April 11, 2001
Reasons By:
The Honourable Mr. Justice Vancise
Vancise J.A. (orally)
[1]
In order to facilitate the hearing of the within appeal, I make the following order
with respect to the electronic filing of documents:
1.

2.

In addition to paper filing, the parties shall file a companion CD-ROM
submission (“CD-ROM submission”). The CD-ROM submission shall consist
of:
(A)

Transcription of Evidence;

(B)

All Exhibits referred to in the Facta of the Parties. Nothing herein shall
prohibit reference to any paper exhibit which has been filed with the
Court which has not been reproduced electronically for the purposes of
this hearing;

(C)

Facta of the Parties;

(D)

Case authorities referred to in the Facta;

(E)

Statutory authorities referred to in the Facta.

Time of Filing
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3.

(A)

The CD-ROM submission shall be filed no later than Wednesday, May
23rd, 2001.

(B)

Each Party shall file with the Court paper copies of its respective factum
on the date or dates previously referred to in Orders of this Court with
respect to this action.

(C)

The Appellant Government of Canada shall have charge of the
preparation of the CD-ROM submission. All Parties shall submit their
respective facta, case authorities, and statutory authorities at the time
they are required to make their paper filing or May 1st, 2001, whichever
is the later.

Form of Filing
(A)

The parties shall file the CD-ROM submission substantially in the form
referred to in “Specification for Electronic Documents to be filed with
the Court of Appeal--Revision 2” (“A”) and “Draft Specifications for
Electronic Filing of Documents” (“B”) appended hereto.

(B)

The Appellant Government of Canada shall file the same number of
copies of the CD-ROM submission as is required to be filed of the paper
materials. This shall constitute a joint submission of the Government of
Canada on behalf of all the parties.

Costs of the preparation of the CD-ROM submission shall be apportioned
among the appellants Government of Canada, Government of Saskatchewan and the
respondents and intervenors and such costs shall properly form that part of the
disbursements incurred for the preparation of the appeal. In the event that the parties
are unable to agree on the apportionment of cost, any party may apply on three days
notice to a member of the panel scheduled to hear the matter to fix the proper
apportionment.
DATED at the City of Regina, in the Province of Saskatchewan, this 11th day
of APRIL, A.D. 2001.

VANCISE J.A.
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“A” Specification for Electronic Documents to be filed with the Court of Appeal
(Revision 2)
Electronic document format
1.
Documents submitted for filing shall be in the electronic file format generally
referred to as Portable Document Format (PDF) so as to be viewable in Adobe Acrobat
reader software developed by Adobe Systems Inc.
2.
All Links and Bookmarks referred to in this specification refer to electronic links
and bookmarks created using Adobe Acrobat software, version 3 or later.
Electronic Media
3.
Electronic documents shall be submitted on compact disc (CD). The CD must be
compatible with the Microsoft Windows operating system.
4.
Each CD shall be labelled with the Court of Appeal File number, style of cause and
the title of the document submitted. If multiple CDs are submitted for a document, each
CD shall be consecutively numbered: “CD n of N” where N is the total number of CDs
comprising the document.
Appeal Books
5.
Subject to these rules, an electronic Appeal Book shall contain all pages that would
be contained in a printed Appeal Book. An electronic Appeal Book shall follow the
format established for printed Appeal Books except that the Comprehensive Index for the
entire Appeal Book shall be placed only at the beginning of each PDF file that comprises
the Appeal Book.
6.
Where possible, the pages of the transcript portion of the Appeal Book shall
contain electronically readable text generated directly from an electronic version of the
transcript produced by the stenographer who prepared the transcript.
7.
Where an electronically readable version of the transcript is not available, the
electronic Appeal Book shall contain the electronically scanned printed transcript.
8.
Where pages in the Appeal Book are to be electronically scanned, a scanning
resolution of 200 to 300 dots per inch should be used. Scanning resolutions greater than
300 dots per inch should only be used where necessary in order to capture necessary
document detail, such as photographs and fine print. [This is an optional provision. The
purpose is to keep file sizes manageable. As scanning resolution increases, file size grows
dramatically. Some exhibits, such as photographs, may require higher resolution but most
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documents do not. A resolution of 300 dots per inch compares favourably to a very good
photocopy. A document scanned in at too high a resolution can be very slow to view].
9.
An Appeal Book submitted in electronic format shall, where possible, be contained
in a single PDF file and placed onto a single CD. If the Appeal Book cannot fit into a
single CD, it shall be divided into separate PDF files and each file placed on a separate
CD. Where an Appeal Book is divided into separate PDF files, each file shall contain a
whole number of complete Appeal Book Volumes (each Volume being 200 pages of
paper or 400 electronic pages ).
10.

The following file convention shall be followed:
a)
All PDF files shall be placed in a single folder called “Documents” located in
the root directory of the CD.
b)
Where an Appeal Book is contained on a single CD, the PDF file shall be
named: “CAfileNumber_Appeal_Book_complete.PDF” where “CAfileNumber”
is the Court’s file number assigned by Registrar to the appeal.
c)
Where an Appeal Book is contained on more than one CD, the PDF files
shall be consecutively named:
“CAfileNumber_Appeal_Book_Disc_1.PDF” to
“CAfileNumber_Appeal_Book_Disc_n.PDF”

11. Audio or Video exhibits may be included with the Appeal Book in electronic form.
Video files shall be in either AVI or QuickTime formats. Audio files shall be in the WAV
format.
12. Where space on the CD permits, separate Audio and/or Video files shall be placed
in the “Documents” folder along with the PDF file. If there is insufficient space on the
CD to place Audio and Video files together with the PDF file, the Audio and Video files
shall be placed on a separate CD or CDs and labelled: “AV files”.
13. The Comprehensive Index at the beginning of each PDF file shall contain
electronic Links and Bookmarks as follows:
a)
Each item listed in Comprehensive Index shall provide a direct electronic
Link from the item to the referenced page.
b)
Each PDF file shall contain a Bookmark for each page of the
Comprehensive Index and for the first page of each Volume. Bookmarks shall
provide a brief description of and a direct electronic link to, the page to which the
Bookmark refers.
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Where an item listed in the Comprehensive Index refers to an Audio or Video
exhibit that is included in electronic form, there shall be an electronic link from the item to
the electronic file containing the exhibit. Selection of such a link shall enable the user to
control the playback of the Audio or Video file.

“B”
Draft Specifications for Electronic Filing of Documents
All materials filed should be converted to Adobe Acrobat file format.
All materials will be scanned and converted to an electronic format if they do
not already exist in such state.
The materials will then be converted into Adobe Acrobat (PDF) format.
If possible, all of the materials will be included in a single PDF file. If the
quantity of material is such that the PDF file is likely to exceed the size of a
single CD-ROM, the material may be divided into more than one file. The files
will be linked together to one bookmark contained in the first file.
The materials filed by all of the parties to the action (appellant, respondent, and
interveners, if any) will all be amalgamated into a single PDF file.
If possible, all exhibit materials will be converted into a searchable format. If
constraints make this impossible, the parties will agree to the conversion into
searchable format all exhibits identified by them collectively as crucial to the
case.

1.

The documents should be organized in the following order:
Appellant’s Factum;
Respondent’s Factum;
Intervenor’s Facta (if any);
Cases;
Statutes;
Appeal Book materials (originating documents, judgments, transcripts, etc.),
which should in turn be organized as follows:

1.
2.

All indices;
Each volume of materials in ascending order by volume number.

2.
All of the documents should be indexed using Acrobat’s Bookmark function. One
bookmark should give access to all of the documents, and one bookmark should access
all files (if more than one file is necessary in the filing).
3.
Within the factum, every reference to a statute, case, transcript, or exhibit
contained in the Appeal Book materials should be hyper-linked to the referenced material.
4.
Anywhere a volume contains a table of contents, the elements of the table of
contents should be hyper-linked to the relevant section of the volume.
5.
The CD-ROM should contain an auto-start program which brings up a screen
providing options to access the material.

